
Assignment 3 Template

1. General Game Information
- Title of the game: include answer
- Production company: include answer
- Composer: include answer
- Date of release: include answer
- Platform: include answer

2. Game analysis
- Genre of the game: include answer
- Short description of the game, characters, story line (if it has one) or any other relevant de-
scription: include answer

3. Music Analysis (complete this section for at least two scenes!)
- Link: Provide a link (URL) to a YouTube video of either 1) a game walkthrough or 2) any
piece of music from a video game
- Selection of movements // Describe the main music properties of each movement (style, in-
strumentation, structure, etc.) // Structure analysis: time stamps of 5 movements in each scene
that describe the musical form: Include a table similar to the one in the example submission
with columns for time stamps, movements, instruments, and notes (mood, energy, intensity,
etc). That will be sufficient for answering the three bullet points in Part 3 of the assignment.

4. Comparative Analysis and Summary
- How do the sections compare to each other? List the main differences you heard between the
5 movements of a scene or between the 2 scenes (your choice).
- How does the music match the game? If you chose a YouTube video without actual gameplay,
you have two options for answering this question:

1) Explain how the music would affect the game given what you know about the music and
also what you can guess from the scene title (e.g. “battle”). If you don’t know the scene title or
where the music takes place in the game, you should choose option 2 below.

2) Find a YouTube video with the corresponding gameplay to gain more context and then give
your answer to the question. For the Final Fantasy X battle music that is discussed in the
example submission, it was actually pretty easy to find a corresponding video. Here is the link
(music starts at 1:45): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfHm04yf3ig

5. Optional: Any other observations or comments
This is optional. If you don’t include anything here, you won’t lose any points.


